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Magic Cube Virtual Keyboard

Product Name: Magic Cube Virtual Keyboard

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2450

The Magic Cube is a compact and versatile product; it is a projection keyboard and
multi-touch mouse, all in one easy-to-use product. It connects easily to any Bluetooth
HID devices, including the latest iPhone, iPad and Android devices. You can also
plug-n-play with Windows and Mac OS devices via USB connection.
The Magic Cube is a compact and versatile product; it is a projection keyboard and
multi-touch mouse, all in one easy-to-use product. It connects easily to any Bluetooth
HID devices, including the latest iPhone, iPad and Android devices. You can also
plug-n-play with Windows and Mac OS devices via USB connection. 
With just a single flick of a switch, the Magic Cube is ready to pair wirelessly with your
mobile device. It fits easily in your pocket and it is perfect for on the go. You’ll be sure
to turn heads the moment you start typing on the Magic Cube. 
Compatible OS: iOS 4 and later, Mac OS 10 and later, Android 2.2 and later, Windows
XP/Vista/7 and later, and any device with Bluetooth HID support. 
Features 
Projection Keyboard and Multi-touch Mouse
English QWERTY keyboard layout
Compact size for portability - perfect for on-the-go
Non-mechanical optical mechanism for superior durability
Built-in lithium polymer rechargeable battery for mobility and convenience
Compatible with latest operating systems:
iOS 4 and later, Mac OS 10 and later, Android 2.2 and later, Windows XP/Vista/7 and
later, and any device with Bluetooth HID support.
Innovative Data Input Solution
A full-sized keyboard layout with multi-touch mouse capability
Works on most flat, opaque surface
Compact, ultra-portable moblie input solution
Easy connection via Bluetooth or USB
No driver installation required for HID supported devices
Projection Keyboard Innovation: 
Electronic Perception Technology
The &#39projection keyboard&#39 is made possible through the incorporation of the
3D Electronic Perception Technology (EPT). This innovation enables everyday devices
to "see" the world around them so they can perceive and interact with it. The EPT
tracks your finger movements and translates them into keystrokes in the device.
Different from traditional digital cameras that record images in 2 dimensions so humans
can see, EPT collects images the way that machines need to see in 3 dimensions. With
the integration of Celluon&#39s technology in small, low cast, computer chips, virtually
any kind of electronic device can perceive and interact with its immediate environment.
Future applications of this technology might include automobiles that can see and
avoid obstacles before an accident occurs, video games that sense the player&#39s
movements without the need for a controller, and even home security systems that can
easily recognize the difference between a member of the household and an intruder.
Just imagine the new possibilities in an era in which machines and devices are no
longer"blind"!

Price: R2,278.80
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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